West Lothian Local Development Plan
Post Examination – Proposed Modifications
Environmental Report (Strategic Environmental Assessment): Screening Report

Section 1) Introduction
West Lothian Council has been preparing a local development plan which will replace the currently adopted West Lothian Local Plan 2009
(WLLP 2009) to accord with the requirements of the Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Act 1997, as amended by the Planning (Scotland)
etc. Act 2006.
The new West Lothian Local Development Plan (LDP) requires to be consistent with the Strategic Development Plan for Edinburgh and South
East Scotland (SDP), which was approved (with modifications) by Scottish Ministers in June 2013, subject to preparation of Supplementary
Guidance on Housing Land.
The WL LDP Proposed Plan (PP) focuses on providing for, and managing, future land use change across the council area in line with SESplan
SDP requirements. The LDP comprises a development strategy for the period to 2024 and a detailed policy framework to guide future land use
in a way which best reflects the SDP vision, strategic aims and objectives.
Preparation of the LDP PP has been informed by the views and comments received on the LDP Main Issues Report (MIR) (2014) and
accompanying Environmental Report (ER) which was prepared in October 2015 under the Environmental Assessment (Scotland) Act 2005
(EASA) to accompany the LDP Proposed Plan. The MIR stage was the main opportunity for those with an interest in the development of West
Lothian, and the protection of its environment, to input to the plan-making process.
An Examination into unresolved objections to the PP was held by the Scottish Government Directorate of Planning Enforcement & Appeals
(DPEA) commenced in October 2016. No Hearing Sessions were held. The Examination report containing the Reporters’ recommendations
was received by the council on 8th January 2018.
In the Environmental Report which the council submitted to the DPEA a comprehensive assessment of policies and proposals in the LDP
Proposed Plan was undertaken. See attached web link: Main Report:
https://www.westlothian.gov.uk/media/4643/Strategic-Environmental-Assessment-Environmental-Report-August-2014/pdf/SEAENVIRONMENTAL-REPORT-August2014.pdf
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The extensive appendices to the SEA Environmental Report main statement are below:
https://www.westlothian.gov.uk/media/4644/Strategic-Environmental-Assessment-Environmental-Report---Appendices-August-2014/pdf/SEAENVIRONMENTAL-REPORT-Appendices-August2014.pdf
while the associated maps are found here:
https://www.westlothian.gov.uk/media/10266/Strategic-Environmental-Assessment-Environmental-Report-August-2014--maps/pdf/SEA_Maps_1-9_August_2014_-after_page_162.pdf
An update report was prepared in October 2015 for additional sites put forward to the Proposed Plan at the MIR stage:
https://www.westlothian.gov.uk/media/9834/Strategic-Environmental-Assessment-SEA/pdf/SEA_update_FINAL.pdf

Following the Examination process, the Reporters have recommended the inclusion in the LDP of additional housing sites and a new
employment site. The new sites are set out below in Section 2.

After adoption of the WL LDP, the council will prepare a statement as required under EASA, setting out its relationship with the ER and the
influence of comments received in relation to it. Thereafter, the SEA Consultation Authorities will be notified of adoption of the LDP along with
the Post‐Adoption SEA Statement. Finally, the SEA monitoring regime will be refined and monitoring of the adopted LDP will be undertaken.

Section 2) New Sites
It is not proposed to replicate the full background and methodology of the SEA process that has already been comprehensively set out in the
previous Environmental Reports prepared in conjunction with the Proposed Plan and listed above. Instead a short screening process has been
carried out on the new sites introduced to the LDP Proposed Plan by the Reporters.
Modifications to the plan propose nine entirely new housing allocations. One is within an existing settlement boundary at Eucal Business
Centre, Craigshill, Livingston (Site H-Lv 32 / Map Change 15).
Four are new sites outwith existing settlement boundaries at:
 Kettlestoun Mains on the western edge of Linlithgow, lying north of the A706 and west of the B8029 (Site H-LL 13 / Map Change 9);
 Beechwood Grove Park to the east of Uphall Station immediately south of the railway line (Site H-PU 4 / Map Change 21);
 Langton Road to the south east of East Calder immediately north of the A71 and south of Langton Road (Site H-Ec 10 / Map Change
26); and
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Hartwood Road West to the south of West Calder, west of Hartwood Road and south of the recreation ground (Site H-Wc 6/ Map
Change 22).

Two of the sites confirm recent planning application appeal decisions (and as such there is no need for them to undergo SEA) at:
 Brotherton Farm north of the A71 in south west Livingston; and
 Wellhead Farm to the south east of Murieston.
The two remaining sites are re-allocations from proposed employment sites (and as such have previously undergone SEA) at:
 Tarrareoch Farm in the southern part of the Southdale development in Armadale; and
 Appleton Parkway in Eliburn, Livingston lying between Houston Road and the railway line.
In addition, there was one small extension to the north of employment site at Deer Park, Livingston (Site E-Lv 44 / Map Change 19).

The sites at Brotherton Farm and Wellheads Farm have been the subject of separate, detailed appeal hearings whilst the sites at Tarrareoch
Farm, Armadale and Appleton Parkway, Livingston have previously been subject to SEA at the LDP Proposed Plan stage, consequently this
screening will only focus on the five new housing allocations and the minor employment allocation for the site at Deer Park, Livingston.
Maps for the screened sites listed above are provided in Appendix 1.
Finally, in relation to polices in the LDP as they were assessed at the Proposed Plan stage and the Reporters have not recommended major
significant changes, or new polices. As such, the council is satisfied there are likely to be no significant environmental effects arising.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, the council does not consider there is need for a further major Strategic Environmental Assessment to address the Reporters
recommendations for modifications to the LDP Proposed Plan to reflect inclusion of the sites detailed above.
The issues identified by this ER Screening Report are likely to have no significant environmental effect and can, as the Reporters have pointed
out, be further considered at the Development Management process when development proposals come forward.
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